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QUESTION 1

For each intermediate key, each reducer task can emit: 

A. As many final key-value pairs as desired. There are no restrictions on the types of those key- value pairs (i.e., they
can be heterogeneous). 

B. As many final key-value pairs as desired, but they must have the same type as the intermediate key-value pairs. 

C. As many final key-value pairs as desired, as long as all the keys have the same type and all the values have the
same type. 

D. One final key-value pair per value associated with the key; no restrictions on the type. 

E. One final key-value pair per key; no restrictions on the type. 

Correct Answer: E 

Reducer reduces a set of intermediate values which share a key to a smaller set of values. 

Reducing lets you aggregate values together. A reducer function receives an iterator of input values from an input list. It
then combines these values together, returning a single output value. Reference: Hadoop Map-Reduce Tutorial; Yahoo!
Hadoop Tutorial, Module 4: MapReduce 

 

QUESTION 2

A combiner reduces: 

A. The number of values across different keys in the iterator supplied to a single reduce method call. 

B. The amount of intermediate data that must be transferred between the mapper and reducer. 

C. The number of input files a mapper must process. 

D. The number of output files a reducer must produce. 

Correct Answer: B 

Combiners are used to increase the efficiency of a MapReduce program. They are used to aggregate intermediate map
output locally on individual mapper outputs. Combiners can help you reduce the amount of data that needs to be
transferred across to the reducers. You can use your reducer code as a combiner if the operation performed is
commutative and associative. The execution of combiner is not guaranteed, Hadoop may or may not execute a
combiner. Also, if required it may execute it more then 1 times. Therefore your MapReduce jobs should not depend on
the combiners execution. 

Reference: 24 Interview Questions and Answers for Hadoop MapReduce developers, What are combiners? When
should I use a combiner in my MapReduce Job? 

 

QUESTION 3

Determine which best describes when the reduce method is first called in a MapReduce job? 
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A. Reducers start copying intermediate key-value pairs from each Mapper as soon as it has completed. The
programmer can configure in the job what percentage of the intermediate data should arrive before the reduce method
begins. 

B. Reducers start copying intermediate key-value pairs from each Mapper as soon as it has completed. The reduce
method is called only after all intermediate data has been copied and sorted. 

C. Reduce methods and map methods all start at the beginning of a job, in order to provide optimal performance for
map-only or reduce-only jobs. 

D. Reducers start copying intermediate key-value pairs from each Mapper as soon as it has completed. The reduce
method is called as soon as the intermediate key-value pairs start to arrive. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: 24 Interview Questions and Answers for Hadoop MapReduce developers , When is the reducers are started
in a MapReduce job? 

 

QUESTION 4

Which describes how a client reads a file from HDFS? 

A. The client queries the NameNode for the block location(s). The NameNode returns the block location 

(s) to the client. The client reads the data directory off the DataNode(s). 

B. The client queries all DataNodes in parallel. The DataNode that contains the requested data responds directly to the
client. The client reads the data directly off the DataNode. 

C. The client contacts the NameNode for the block location(s). The NameNode then queries the DataNodes for block
locations. The DataNodes respond to the NameNode, and the NameNode redirects the client to the DataNode that
holds the requested data block(s). The client then reads the data directly off the DataNode. 

D. The client contacts the NameNode for the block location(s). The NameNode contacts the DataNode that holds the
requested data block. Data is transferred from the DataNode to the NameNode, and then from the NameNode to the
client. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: 24 Interview Questions and Answers for Hadoop MapReduce developers, How the Client communicates
with HDFS? 

 

QUESTION 5

In a MapReduce job with 500 map tasks, how many map task attempts will there be? 

A. It depends on the number of reduces in the job. 

B. Between 500 and 1000. 

C. At most 500. 

D. At least 500. 
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E. Exactly 500. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: From Cloudera Training Course: Task attempt is a particular instance of an attempt to execute a task
There will be at least as many task attempts as there are tasks If a task attempt fails, another will be started by the
JobTracker Speculative execution can also result in more task attempts than completed tasks 
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